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This is book forty-four of an eighty part series. This is not a standalone book. Please start with book
one and enjoy the journey.Morgan gets to explore the beauty that South Africa has to offer, although
she doesn't get to see it in a conventional way. This is a novella, with a word count over 38,000.
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The Mother-Daughter duo does it once again! They have written another chapter of Morgan's life
and as usual it completely held my interest throughout the end book! This "dynamic duo", never fails
to deliver! But this time they left us with a real kick-in-the-a$$ ending. Now my mind has to toss
everything around and I'll come up with a dozen different scenarios until I get the next book to find
out how the he!! the last sentence of book 44 is going to play out! Another amazing adventure for
our Morgan. I can't wait to read the next one! Get your writing caps on girls, we need more of our
Stick!

Omg The stuff Morgan goes through!!! As much as I like Derek, Findlay WILL always be the one I
hope she settles with. Being stranded on a Island with Jeff would not be too bad either!!! On a more
serious note... heart is breaking for Angel.

Worth the wait. OMFG Morgan, angel, GEO, Derek, Finlay. What can i say.Jett is the new client but
really the way she meets him is so morgan. I loved it, but the ending DAM.Please don't make us
wait to long, to know why, and what now.

Better and better every single time!! Morgan gets herself in trouble anywhere that poor girl goes!! I
can't believe where the story went this time!! I am so blown away and utterly shocked and so full of
emotion!!!

You ladies have done it again! Just when I think I know what is about to happen, I'm thrown for a
loop. You do this to me EVERY. SINGLE. TIME. I spent a good amount of the book
laughing,(Believe me, there were some hilarious lines in this book.) but was left reeling at the end.
My heart actually hearts. I'm not going to go into any detail about any of the characters this time
because I think you should just read for yourselves. And for anyone who is not sure about taking the
time to invest in an 80 part series, YOU SHOULD! The story continues to get better and each book
is worth the wait. The authors are some of the nicest, most gracious women. Also, they are
wonderful about communicating with their fans!

Another excellent read there's So much emotion romance comedy I love it I'm sorry to say you have
to start from book one to get here but well worth it god I'm so mad at the authors how can you do
this to me leave the book like this Gio oh my god I don't do spoilers so you'll have to read the books
if you want to know what I meant by this I'm still processing this one I know I can't wait for book 45
you ladies sure know how to write a book read weep laugh and get mad at the around the world in
80 men series ladies its a must read

This whole series deserves five stars! Morgan's adventures are amazingly scary at times, but she
always manages to come out ok because of help from her friends. The ending is sadder than I could
have imagined and I can't wait for the next book to find out where it takes us! This book, this whole
series, is a must read for anyone looking for a hot, fun, yet full of adventure book.

I'm not sure where to even begin. I love this series as a whole, but so far this is my favorite book so
far. So much adventure that keeps you sitting on edge and then a ending that is hard to believe. I
actually cried! Thank you as always for a great read! Cannot wait until book 45!
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